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Overview

South

West

Lake ice out and thermal structure (mixing depth, 
length of turnover, etc)

• Monitoring data and modeling
• Paleolimnological data based on diatom ecology
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Dissertation research of Vaclava Hazukova
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Mixing depth model
(Saros et al. Ecology 2012)
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Whole-lake mixing experiment to deepen the epilimnion 
of an Arctic lake



Whole-Lake Mixing Experiment in Greenland

Experimental lake

Control lake

Before-After-Control-Impact (BACI) design:
2013: No manipulation of either lake
2014: Experimental Lake manipulated

Control lake
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D. stelligera (cells mL-1)

Thickness of mixed layer (m)

D. stelligera densities more than 40 times lower with deeper mixing



Recent change in West Greenland (since 1990)
Work with Suzanne McGowan, Marian Yallop & Adam Heathcote

From the early 1990s to post-2010, monitoring data 
revealed earlier ice out and a coherent decrease in 
lakewater DOC that increased water transparency

àHas this altered lake thermal structure?

Heterogeneous changes in lake area over the same 
period (Law et al. 2018)

Diatom assemblages in surface sediments across 18 
lakes from these two periods revealed:

↓ in D. stelligera => deeper mixing

↑ in benthic taxa => increased water clarity

Saros et al. 2019



Systems Approaches to Understanding & Navigating the New Arctic 
(SAUNNA) NRT

The SAUNNA NRT is a graduate training program to foster systems perspectives that 
address the challenges of complex socio-environmental changes in the Arctic. 

Catalyzing novel integration of UMaine’s distinctive strengths and expertise in: 
1) polar biophysical research
2) cross-cultural perspectives and integration of knowledge systems
3) Arctic law and policy
4) socio-environmental systems research

Our goal is to provide the next generation of Arctic systems scientists with new 
competencies and skills to advance understanding of the Arctic and support improved 
outcomes in the Arctic and beyond.  

https://umaine.edu/arcticnrt/



South Greenland lakes

Surface temperature anomaly, 1995-2015 minus 1979-
1994. Climate Reanalyzer, climatereanalyzer.org



The past ~2,000 years in South Greenland

Lake Igaliku diatom record (Perren et al. 2012)

Concluded no signal of climate-driven change 
during the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA) 
from about 1000-1450

The three diatom taxa in our mixing depth 
inference model are present in this core
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Deeper mixing inferred during warmer, drier 
MCA period; shallower mixing during cooler, 
wetter period

This is consistent with what we would predict 
here:

• Warmer years lead to earlier ice out 
à deeper mixing

• Drier years reduce loading of dissolved 
organic material à increase 
transparencyàdeeper mixing

Inference during last 150-200 years not 
possible for this lake owing to confounding 
effect of agricultural activity on this watershed



The past 8,000 years in South Greenland

Applied our diatom inference model to data in Massa et al. 2012



Future steps in Arctic limnology

Develop coordinated network of lakes for pan-Arctic 
lake assessments, particularly for lakewater
temperature and oxygen

Focus on collaboration and cooperation

Buttress with Indigenous Knowledge to deepen 
understanding (Tengo et al. 2022) 

Knopp et al. 2020
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